



Year 3 Willaston Weekly Distance Learning Week 7- 18/05/20

Daily Reading 
Ensure your child reads everyday.  Check that they are reading accurately and have a clear understanding of what 
they have read.  Listen to  chapter 4 of THE IRON MAN  several times this week and follow the words. 

Reading and Writing Task - THE IRON MAN    Chapter 4 
    
This week I am sending you  Chapter 4  of our brilliant story THE IRON MAN —Your first task is to read it 
carefully- with an adult’s help if needed-  again please read it a few times to build a picture in your  You can 
also listen to it being read aloud on - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NAiU8Hm-4lw

 and follow the words on the keynote. Your writing activity is to draw a detailed picture of the Space Being in 
the centre of your page, choose your 10 best adjectives to describe him and write these around him. Now 
choose 3 key features- e.g its eyes, its wings, its horrible black scales and write a short but powerful 
description of the Space Being . What does it look like/ sound like/ how does it feel.?


Ongoing ideas to  
support your year 3 child :  

MATHS : 
Keep practising telling the time- Am 
and pm times? Analogue and digital 
- what is 3.15 in analogue time?
- 25 past 4 in digital time?
- 8.05 in analogue time?
-HAVE A GO AT  your 6 TIMES  
TABLES 

READING AND LISTENING:
Choose a story to listen to on 
Audible
https://stories.audible.com/start-
listen

CATEGORY GAME -
BIRD ALPHABET
Can you think of a  bird  for every 
letter of the alphabet 
a = albatross, b = budgie, c = 
crow,
Now try adding some great 
adjectives- an angry albatross, a 
bust budgie, …..

VOCABULARY — 
 Find out what these words mean 
from THE IRON MAN - 
astronomer, peering, wriggling, 
gloomy, meteorite, immense, 
charred.

Maths focus : TIME  
We are continuing with learning to tell the time. - STEP 5 —AM AND PM TIMES Use the powerpoint to 
start  and then there are lots of different questions to test your learning. 
Get an adult to test you on telling the time-get them to test you whether its am or pm- - e.g  questions 
like: 1/4 past 3 in afternoon? 1/2 past 8 in the morning?   
(Remember a.m. times are between 12.00 midnight and 12 midday, p.m. times are between 12 midday and 
12 midnight)  Have a try at making a list of things you do in the am / pm parts of the day to test you. 

SCIENCE TOPIC-  MATERIALS  
Use the real -life objects sheet on the website  to help  you - This week, go outside and collect up to 20 
different objects from your garden/local area/ . Using some blank paper - a large sheet if you can, stick 
each object on the sheet and think of as many describing words as you can-  I have attached an example 
of how you can organise it. Remember those great words you have been learning to describe different 
materials. 
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P4 C STICKY QUESTIONS ??



